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The goal of de-nuclearisation managed to drag
The expectations on delivering on this particular
itself from Singapore to Hanoi, with some
goal may or may not have been high- depending
setbacks of US sanctions on DPRK’s influential
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officials including the Minister of State Security.
Indeed, both the leaders established a steady
communication channel as despite Singapore
Summit being called off once, both were able to
bounce back towards dialogue. Both the sides
made concessions in terms of US cancelling its
(then upcoming) military exercise with Seoul and
DPRK exhibiting willingness3 by dismantling its
nuclear site. But CVID as a goal was never
discussed.
Yes, the word denuclearisation was used as many
times in order to hint that talks are heading in
some direction. However, the aforementioned
components were not discussed by the two
leaders in the course of nine months. It is to be
reiterated, that Secretary Pompeo during his
swearing-in ceremony had highlighted that their
Administration’s North Korea strategy would
focus on ‘seeking permanent, verifiable,
irreversible dismantlement of its WMDs’,4 but
CVID wasn’t followed. Some US experts have
highlighted that the Trump Administration did not
have a ‘clear road map for how a denuclearization
process would work’. 5 Within the US
Administration, there seemed to have been some
confusion on how to approach the agenda.
It is reported in the media that Bolton’s Libya
model6 might have bulldozed the Hanoi talks by
‘demanding unrealistic goals’ 7 such as ‘the CVID
in a document that was passed to Kim’.8 However,
it is also true that there existed different
perceptions on how to approach the denuclearisation pathway, within the US
Administration. The US Special Representative
for North Korea, Stephen Biegun had earlier said
that the US would not agree on an ‘incremental’
approach to denuclearise, aligning more towards
the US NSA’s perception. However, President
Trump himself was willing to be more
accommodating on the CVID, especially
considering sanctions.9 In fact, post the Summit
this is more evident as President Trump undercut
his own Treasury Department’s announcement
on recently instated sanctions that ‘he had
ordered the withdrawal of them’.10
Secondly, the possibility of North Korea
relinquishing its nuclear weapons programme
voluntarily was becoming an impossible mission
to accomplish, as Kim himself said during his new

year speech11, “… if Washington continues to
push for one sided demands or pressure into
unilateral disarmament, we may be compelled
to find a new way for defending our
sovereignty….”12 One can assert that, North Korea
was meaning to put two denuclearisation
preconditions on the table sooner than later; one)
a complete removal of the American threat from
the Korean Peninsula, including the military
presence and two) the removal or elimination of
US nuclear umbrella to the RoK, as that directly
impacts North Korea’s s rationale for nuclear
weapons. 13
Therefore, even if Washington had negotiated
from a consensus based approach, the possibility
of it going anywhere without US giving
concessions on what DPRK considers as a part
of denuclearisation goal, would have been
difficult to achieve. It has now become evident
that the lack of mutually agreed vision on the
goal of de-nuclearisation and a mismatch of
perceptions within the White House on how to
approach the goal in the near and long term
played a crucial role in Hanoi talks not leading
anywhere. Clearly, while both President Trump
and leader Kim intended de-nuclearisation, they
both seemed to have been looking at each other
rather than in the same direction while discussing
de-nuclearisation.
Juche without Nuclear Weapons Possible for
North Korea?
There is no denying in what the philosophy of
Juche means for North Korea and how the
country’s foreign and security policy is more than
guided by it. The philosophy of Juche implies
independence in politics, self-reliance in
economy and self-defense in national defense.
While it can be roughly translated as selfreliance; it insists on North Korea’s distinctness
of identity. It strictly encourages Pyongyang to
focus on the autonomy of its own decisions
especially with regard to the US, a country that
North Korea considers as an imperialist power.
While one may debate as to what extent North
Korea has internalised the philosophy of Juche
in its conduct of interacting with the outside
world, however, those who observe the country
have often argued that Juche is very much
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interwoven in North Korea’s thinking. For Kim
capability and testing would be conditioned bySung- the progenitor of Juche and the father of
how the US and South Korea would bring about a
the nation, Juche imply that one is responsible
peaceful environment in the Korean Peninsula.
for its own destiny, it implies
In fact as recent in 2016,
taking an independent In all these years (since 2006) - the
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stance- the independence in pursuit of nuclear weapons has become
would trade them for a more
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way
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American side as well, it is
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argued by former diplomats
takes instructions from domestic/security politics without
that a right mix of security
nuclear
weapons?
What
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the
others cannot be called as
and economic guarantees
the government of people”. alternative?
might convince North Korea
Establishing Juche implies
to
commit
to
standing opposed to subjugation – the extension
denuclearisation. Ironically, the right mix of
of which in security politics would mean
security guarantees for North Korea would likely
independence in decision especially when it
to include a hiatus of US-Rok military exercises.
comes to nuclear weapons – for North Korea
Time and again North Korea has consistently
those weapons are the ultimate guarantor of
insisted on this condition. The US-RoK military
security against an imperialist power (such as
exercises have been viewed as a way to
the US).
intimidate North Korea.
Interestingly, both the US and
Thus, giving up of nuclear The US-RoK military exercises have
South Korea have often taken
weapons could be seen in been viewed as a way to intimidate
cognizance of this factor and
North Korea’s eyes as being North Korea. Interestingly, both the US
have paused their military
obedient to an external order and South Korea have often taken
exercises in order to address
of governance. It should be cognizance of this factor and have
the trust deficit, whenever
noted here that what the US paused their military exercises in order
there have been negotiations
hoped to extract at the Hanoi to address the trust deficit whenever
with North Korea. In the
Summit was exactly this- a there have been negotiations with
recent times too, the Trump
unilateral giving up on North Korea.
Administration had halted
nuclear weapons. In all
their annual exercise before
these years (since 2006) - the pursuit of nuclear
the Singapore Summit. In fact recently (March
weapons has become North Korea’s way of
2019) an announcement by US-RoK has confirmed
exerting its sovereignty. Thus, an important
that the countries would ‘reconfigure their large
question to ask here is how will North Korea be
scale annual military exercises namely- Foul
able to realise Juche in its domestic/security
Eagle and Key Resolve to be conducted at much
politics without nuclear weapons? What is the
smaller scale or even include virtual training’.16
alternative? This question gives one a peek into
While this is indeed a good news for the security
the answers of whether North Korea would
of North Korea, it can’t be argued with certainty
willingly give up on its nuclear capability.14
that the temporary halting of military exercises
would be able to reduce the threat perception
Compromising Military Exercises in Exchange of
for North Korea in the long term, neither it can
CVID possible for US?
be guaranteed if this would become the norm in
Another externality that is bound to have a major
the US-RoK military alliance. Additionally, it is
impact every time there are any kind of
important to reiterate here that one of the key
negotiations about de-nuclearisation concerning
reasons for the overhaul of these exercises is
North Korea is the US-RoK military alliance. It is
because President Trump views them as
established more than once by North Korea that
expensive (in a manner that US ends up bearing
any willingness to reduce or freeze its nuclear
a disproportionate share of the cost for them).
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While President Trump might be eager to deliver
on the agenda of de-nuclearisation by
suspending the exercises, his Secretary of
Defense may not be of this view. In August last
year he had expressed his skepticism on this
issue.17 The suspending of these exercises has
often been done as a good faith measure and
not because it is not required. Thus, one may
argue that the US-RoK military exercises would
continue in the long run in order to ensure the
robustness of their alliance. They are not likely
to wither away, which would influence North
Korea’s military thinking, thus directly affecting
its nuclear behavior.
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